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A coloring of edges of a ﬁnite directed graph turns the graph into a ﬁnite-state
automaton. A synchronizing word of a deterministic automaton is a word in the alphabet
of colors of its edges (regarded as letters) which maps the automaton to a single state.
A coloring of edges of a directed graph of uniform outdegree (constant outdegree of any
vertex) is synchronizing if the corresponding deterministic ﬁnite automaton possesses a
synchronizing word.
The road coloring problem is the problem of synchronizing coloring of a directed ﬁnite
strongly connected graph of uniform outdegree if the greatest common divisor of lengths of
all its cycles is one. Posed in 1970, it has evoked noticeable interest among the specialists
in the theory of graphs, automata, codes, symbolic dynamics, and well beyond these areas.
We present an algorithm for the road coloring of cubic worst-case time complexity and
quadratic time complexity in the majority of studied cases. It is based on the recent
positive solution of the road coloring problem. The algorithm was implemented in the
freeware package TESTAS.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The road coloring conjecture was posed about 40 years ago [1,2] for a directed strongly connected ﬁnite graph of uniform
outdegree. It stated that the coloring of edges of the graph is synchronizing if and only if the greatest common divisor (gcd)
of lengths of all its cycles is equal to one. The edges of the graph being unlabeled, the goal is to ﬁnd a labeling of the edges
which turns it into a deterministic ﬁnite automaton possessing a synchronizing word. The outdegree of the vertex can also
be regarded as the size of the alphabet whose letters are colors.
The condition on the gcd is necessary [2,13]. It can be replaced by the following equivalent property: the set of vertices
cannot be partitioned into subsets V1, V2, . . . , Vk = V1 (k > 2) so that each edge beginning in Vi ends in Vi+1 [13,21].
Together with the Cˇerny conjecture [4,5,7,10–12,18,20,25], the road coloring problem is one of the most fascinating
questions in the theory of ﬁnite automata. Over years, the popular Internet Encyclopedia “Wikipedia” had been putting it
on the list of the most interesting unsolved problems in mathematics. It was characterized as a “notorious open problem”
in [19,13], and as “unfeasible” in [16].
See [8,9,14–17,21,22,24] for some results in this area, and [9] for a historical survey. Finally, a positive solution of the
problem was presented in [29].
An algorithm for road coloring proposed in [17], oriented to DNA computing, is based on massive parallel computations
of sequences of length O (n3). Its implementation, as well as effective implementation of DNA computing, is still an open
problem.
Another new algorithm for road coloring [6], as our algorithm below, is based on the proof from [29]. This proof is
constructive and leads to an algorithm for synchronized labeling of cubic worst-case time complexity. The two algorithms
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in 2008 [6]. However, since then there is neither an implementation of the algorithm, nor a journal publication. Apparently,
it is still too early to evaluate the algorithm.
The algorithm for the road coloring described below (see also [27] and a preliminary version presented at IWOCA 2011
[30]) works for a graph with n vertices and d outgoing edges of each vertex with O (n3d) time complexity in the worst
case and is quadratic in the majority of the studied cases. The algorithm reduces time complexity with the help of the
study of two cycles with common vertex (Lemma 10). The space complexity of the algorithm is quadratic. This is the ﬁrst
implemented algorithm for the road coloring.
The theorems and lemmas from [29] and [28] are presented without proofs. The proofs are given only for new (or
modiﬁed) results.
The description of the algorithm below includes pseudocodes of some subroutines. The algorithm is implemented in the
freeware package TESTAS (http://www.cs.biu.ac.il/~trakht/syn.html) [31], which is easily accessible allowing one to verify it
on concrete examples. By now, thousands of graphs in different countries were studied.
The algorithm is accompanied by a high-speed visualization program [31] which is based on a linear algorithm pro-
viding immediate appearance of the layout. The pictorial diagram demonstrates the graph structure, highlighting strongly
connected components, paths, cycles, etc. Any input graph, presented by the Cayley table, is acceptable.
To conclude, note that this topic is also favorable for educational purposes. The road coloring conjecture can be stated
in a few simple terms, and initial explorations can be done immediately. “It can be understood by any student with a
little experience in the graph theory. The Road Coloring Conjecture makes a nice supplement to any discrete mathematics
course” [23].
2. Preliminaries
As usual, we regard a directed graph with letters assigned to its edges as a ﬁnite automaton, whose input alphabet Σ
consists of these letters. The graph is called the transition graph of the automaton. The letters from Σ can be viewed as
colors, and assigning of colors to edges will be called coloring.
A ﬁnite directed strongly connected graph with constant outdegree of all its vertices, such that the gcd of lengths of all
its cycles is one, is called an AGW graph (as introduced by Adler, Goodwyn and Weiss).
We denote by |P | the size of the subset P of states of an automaton (of vertices of a graph).
If in an automaton there is a path from a state p to a state q and the edges of the path are consecutively labeled by
σ1, . . . , σk , then for s = σ1 . . . σk ∈ Σ+ we write q= ps.
Let P s be the set of states ps for p ∈ P , s ∈ Σ+ . For the transition graph Γ of an automaton, let Γ s denote the map of
the set P of all states of the automaton.
A word s ∈ Σ+ is called a synchronizing word of an automaton with transition graph Γ if |Γ s| = 1.
A coloring of a directed ﬁnite graph is synchronizing if it turns the graph into a deterministic ﬁnite automaton possessing
a synchronizing word.
Bold letters will denote vertices of a graph and states of an automaton.
We say that a pair p, q of distinct states of an automaton (of vertices of the transition graph) is synchronizing if ps = qs
for some s ∈ Σ+ . In the opposite case, if ps = qs for any s, we call the pair a deadlock.
A synchronizing pair of states p, q of an automaton is called stable if for any word u the pair pu, qu is also synchronizing
[13,18].
We call the set of all outgoing edges of a vertex a bunch if all these edges are incoming edges of only one vertex.
A subset of states (of vertices of the transition graph Γ ) of maximal size such that every pair of states from the set is a
deadlock is called an F -clique.
The Cayley table of a directed graph is a matrix C = ‖ci, j‖, where the edge from the vertex i to the vertex j has the
label ci, j .
We say that a path p1, . . . ,pk in a directed graph is isolated if every incoming edge of p j ( j < k) goes from p j+1 and
belongs to a bunch.
3. Some properties of F -cliques and stable pairs
The road coloring problem was formulated for AGW graphs [2], and only such graphs are considered in Sections 3 and 4.
Recall that a binary relation ρ on the set of the states of an automaton is called a congruence if ρ is an equivalence
relation and for any word u from p ρ q it follows that pu ρ qu. Let us formulate an important result from [13,18] in the
following form:
Theorem 1. (See [18].) Consider a coloring of an AGW graph Γ . Let ρ be the transitive and reﬂexive closure of the stability relation
on the corresponding automaton. Then ρ is a congruence relation, Γ/ρ is also an AGW graph, and any synchronizing coloring of Γ/ρ
induces a synchronizing recoloring of Γ .
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every state p belongs to some F -clique.
Lemma 2. Let A and B (with |A| > 1) be distinct F -cliques of some coloring of an AGW graph Γ such that |A| − |A ∩ B| = 1. Then for
all p ∈ A \ A ∩ B and q ∈ B \ A ∩ B, the pair (p,q) is stable.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of an F -clique, |A| = |B| and |B| − |A ∩ B| = 1, too. If a pair of states p ∈ A \ B and q ∈ B \ A is not
stable, then for some word s the pair (ps,qs) is a deadlock. Any pair of states from the F -clique A and from the F -clique B ,
as well as from the F -cliques As and Bs, is a deadlock. So any pair is a deadlock. One has |(A∪B)s| = |As|+1= |A|+1> |A|.
So the size of the set (A ∪ B)s of deadlocks is greater than the maximal size of an F -clique. Contradiction. 
Lemma 3. If some vertex of an AGW graph Γ has two incoming bunches, then the origins of the bunches form a stable pair with respect
to any coloring.
Proof. If a vertex p has two incoming bunches from q and r, then the pair q, r is stable for any coloring because qσ =
rσ = p for any σ ∈ Σ . 
4. Spanning subgraph of an AGW graph
Deﬁnition 4. A subgraph S of an AGW graph Γ is called a spanning subgraph of Γ if S contains all vertices of Γ and each
vertex has exactly one outgoing edge. (In usual graph-theoretic terms, it is a 1-outregular spanning set.)
A maximal subtree of a spanning subgraph S with its root on a cycle from S and having no common edges with any
cycle of S is called a tree of S .
The length of a path from a vertex p through the edges of a tree of a spanning set S to the root of the tree is called the
level of p in S .
A tree with a vertex of maximal level is called a maximal tree.
Remark 5. Any spanning subgraph S consists of disjoint cycles and trees with roots on cycles (clusters [6]). Any cluster of
S is determined uniquely. The level of each vertex belonging to some cycle is zero. All vertices of the trees, except of the
roots, are of positive level. The vertices of maximal positive level have no incoming edges in S . The edges labeled by a given
color (deﬁned by any coloring) form a spanning subgraph. Conversely, for each spanning subgraph, there exist a coloring
and a color such that the set of edges labeled with this color corresponds to this spanning subgraph.
Lemma 6. (See [29].) Let N be a set of vertices of maximal level in some tree of a spanning subgraph S of an AGW graph Γ . Then, given
a coloring of Γ such that all edges of S have the same color α, for any F -clique F we have |F ∩ N| 1.
Lemma 7. (See [29].) Let Γ be an AGW graph with a spanning subgraph R which is a union of cycles (without trees). Then the non-
trivial graph Γ has another spanning subgraph with exactly one maximal tree.
Lemma 8. Let R be a spanning subgraph of an AGW graph Γ . Let T be a maximal tree of R with a vertex p of maximal positive level L
and with a root r on a cycle H of R. Let us change the spanning subgraph by means of the following ﬂips:
(1) an edge a¯ = a → p replaces the edge d¯ = a → d of R for the vertices a and some suitable d = p,
(2) replacing the edge b¯ = b → r of T by an edge b → x for the vertices b and some suitable x = r,
(3) replacing the edge c¯ = c→ r of H by an edge c→ x for the vertices c and some suitable x = r.
Suppose that one or two consecutive ﬂips do not increase the number of edges in cycles (Condition∗) and no vertex of Γ has two
incoming bunches (Condition∗∗). Then there exists a spanning subgraph with a single maximal non-trivial tree.
Proof. In view of Lemma 7, suppose that R has non-trivial trees. Further considerations are necessary only if a maximal
tree T is not a single maximal tree.
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to the next, assuming the situation in which the previous fails, and excluding the successfully studied cases. We check at
most two ﬂips together.
Let us begin from the edge a¯. First suppose that a /∈ H . If a belongs to the path in T from p to r, then a new cycle with
a part of the path and the edge a → p is added to R , extending the number of vertices in its cycles in spite of Condition∗
of the lemma. In the opposite case, the level of a is L + 1 in a single maximal tree.
So let us assume a ∈ H . In this case the vertices p, r and a belong to a cycle H1 of a new spanning subgraph R1 obtained
by removing d¯ and adding a¯. So we have the cycle H1 ∈ R1 instead of H ∈ R . If the length of the path from r to a in H is r1,
then H1 is of length L + r1 + 1. A path from r to d of the cycle H remains in R1. Suppose that its length is r2. Then the
length of the cycle H is r1 + r2 + 1. The length of the cycle H1 is not greater than the length of H in view of Condition∗ . So
r1 + r2 + 1 L + r1 + 1, whence r2  L. If r2 > L, then the length r2 of the path from d to r in a tree of R1 (as well as the
level of d) is greater than L. The tree containing d is the desired single maximal tree.
So we may assume for further considerations that L = r2 and a ∈ H . An analogous assertion can be stated for any
maximal tree.
The edge b¯
Suppose that the set of outgoing edges of the vertex b is not a bunch. Then one can replace in R the edge b¯ by an edge
v¯ = b → v (v = r).
The vertex v cannot belong to T because in this case a new cycle is added to R in spite of Condition∗ .
If the vertex v belongs to another tree of R but not to the cycle H , then T is a part of a new tree T1 with a new root
of a new spanning subgraph R1, and the path from p to the new root is of length greater than L. Therefore the tree T1 is a
unique maximal tree in R1.
If v belongs to some cycle H2 = H in R , then together with replacing b¯ by v¯ , we also replace the edge d¯ by a¯. So we
extend the path from p to the new root v of H2 at least by the edge a¯ = a → p, and there is a unique maximal tree of level
L1 > L which contains the vertex d.
Now it only remains to consider the case where v belongs to the cycle H . The vertex p is also of level L in a new tree
T1 with root v. The only difference between T and T1 (just as between R and R1) is the root and the incoming edge of this
root. The new spanning subgraph R1 has the same number of vertices in their cycles as R does. Let r′2 be the length of the
path from d to v ∈ H .
For the spanning subgraph R1, one can obtain L = r′2 just as it was done earlier in the case of the edge a¯) for R . From
v = r it follows that r′2 = r2, though L = r′2 and L = r2.
So for further considerations suppose that the set of outgoing edges of the vertex b is a bunch to r.
The edge c¯
The set of outgoing edges of the vertex c is not a bunch in virtue of Condition∗∗ (r has another bunch from b).
Let us replace in R the edge c¯ by an edge u¯ = c → u such that u = r. The vertex u cannot belong to the tree T because
in this case one has a cycle with all vertices from H and some vertices of T , whence its length is greater than |H|, and so
the number of vertices in the cycles of a new spanning subgraph grows in spite of Condition∗ .
If the vertex u does not belong to T , then the tree T is a part of a new tree with a new root. The path from p to the
new root is extended at least by a part of H starting at the former root r. Therefore, the new level of p is maximal and
greater than the level of any vertex in another tree.
Thus, in any case we obtain a spanning subgraph with a single non-trivial maximal tree. 
Lemma 9. Let Γ be an AGW graph. For some coloring of Γ , there exists a spanning subgraph with a single non-trivial maximal tree,
and two beginnings of the incoming edges of the root of the tree on a cycle and on a maximal path of the tree form a stable pair of
states.
Proof. We exclude the case of two incoming bunches of a vertex in virtue of Lemma 3. There exists a coloring such that for
some color α, the corresponding spanning subgraph R has maximum edges in cycles.
By Lemma 8, we can consider a spanning subgraph R with a single maximal tree T . Let the root r of T belong to the
cycle C .
By Lemma 1, in a strongly connected transition graph for every word s and F -clique H of size |H| > 1, the set Hs is also
an F -clique of the same size, and for any state p there is an F -clique H such that p ∈ H .
In particular, some F -clique H has a non-empty intersection with the set N of vertices of maximal level L. The set N
belongs to one tree, whence by Lemma 6 |N ∩ H| = 1. Let p ∈ N ∩ H .
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edges of color α in any tree of R leads to a cycle. For the set N of vertices of maximal level, we have NαL−1  C . So
|NαL−1 ∩ H1| = |H1 \ C | = 1, pαL−1 ∈ H1 \ C , and |C ∩ H1| = |H1| − 1.
Let an integer m be a common multiple of the lengths of all considered cycles colored by α. Then for any r in C , as well
as in H1 ∩ C , we have rαm = r. Let H2 be H1αm . We have H2 ⊆ C and C ∩ H1 = H1 ∩ H2.
Thus, the F -cliques H1 and H2 of size |H1| > 1 have |H1| − 1 common vertices. So |H1 \ (H1 ∩ H2)| = 1, whence
by Lemma 2, the pair of states pαL−1 from H1 \ (H1 ∩ H2) and q from H2 \ (H1 ∩ H2) is stable. It is obvious that
q= pαL+m−1. 
Theorem 2. (See [29].) Every AGW graph has a synchronizing coloring.
Theorem 3. (See [28].) Suppose that all vertices of a strongly connected directed graph Γ have the same number of outgoing edges.
Then Γ has a synchronizing coloring if and only if the greatest common divisor of lengths of all its cycles is one.
5. Two cycles with non-empty intersection
The goal of the following lemma is to reduce the complexity of the algorithm.
Lemma 10. Let Γ be an AGW graph without loops having two cycles Cu and Cv . Suppose that either Cu ∩ Cv = {p0} or Cu ∩ Cv is an
isolated path {p0, . . . ,pk} in Γ .
Then there exists a spanning subgraph R with only one cycle (Cu or Cv ) which has a unique maximal tree with root p0 .
Proof. Let a ∈ Ca and b ∈ Cb be distinct edges of the cycles Ca and Cb leaving the intersection Ca ∩ Cb .
All edges of both cycles Ca and Cb except a and b obtain the color α. Every vertex outside these cycles in the strongly
connected graph Γ has a path to the vertices of these cycles such that the edges a and b are outside the path. The paths
can form trees with roots on Ca ∪Cb . The edges of the trees are also of color α. So we obtain a tree T of color α. All vertices
of the graph Γ belong to T , a and b are outside T .
There are paths of color α from every vertex to p0. Consider a path m of maximal length. The set of edges from the path
m can intersect only one of the cycles Ca , Cb . Without loss of generality, suppose that the edges of m are outside Ca . Let us
color the edge a by α and consider the obtained spanning subgraph S of color α with cycle Ca .
Every path from T to p0 belongs (sometimes partially) to some tree of S . The tree Tm of S containing the path m is
now a unique maximal tree. A path from T outside Tm belongs (at least partially) to the cycle Ca . Hence the path does not
belong to a maximal tree of S . 
6. The algorithm for synchronizing coloring
Let us start with the transition graph of an arbitrary deterministic ﬁnite automaton.
6.1. Preliminary steps
The algorithm is based on Theorem 3. A synchronizing graph has a sink strongly connected component (SCC). Our aim is
to reduce the study to this SCC (if it exists) and then check the condition on gcd.
The function CheckSinkSCC veriﬁes the existence of a sink SCC. We use a linear algorithm for ﬁnding strongly connected
components SCC [3,26]. Then the function removes all the SCC having outgoing edges to another SCC. If only one SCC
remains, then we continue. Otherwise, a synchronizing coloring does not exist.
CheckSinkSCC(graph G)
1 Find the set B of strongly connected components of G
2 if |B| > 1
3 for every state q
4 for every letter α
5 if qα and q belong to distinct SCC
6 then remove the SCC of q from B
7 if |B| = 1
8 return SCC of B
9 else
10 return False
We continue with a strongly connected graph.
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the necessary condition for synchronizability (gcd = 1) as follows:
Let p be an arbitrary ﬁxed vertex. Set d(p) = 1. Then we use a depth-ﬁrst search from p. For an edge r → q, where d(r) is
already deﬁned and d(q) is not, set d(q) = d(r)+1. If d(q) is deﬁned, let us add the non-zero difference abs(d(r)+1−d(q))
to the set D . Any integer from D is a difference of lengths of two paths from p to q. In a strongly connected graph, the gcd
of all elements of D is also the gcd of lengths of all cycles [1,28].
FindGCDofCycles(graph G)
Assume that m = 0, B is an empty set, n(.) is a function, p is a ﬁxed state
1 for every state r
2 n(r) = 0
3 n(p) = 1, add p to B
4 for every letter α
5 for every state q from stack B
6 if m = 0 and n(qα) > 0
7 m = abs(n(q) + 1− n(qα))
8 if m > 0 and n(qα) > 0
9 m = gcd(m,abs(n(q) + 1− n(qα)))
10 if m = 1
11 return True
12 if n(qα) = 0
13 add qα to B , n(qα) = n(q) + 1
14 remove q from stack B
15 return False
If the gcd of integers from D is one, then the graph has a synchronizing coloring. Otherwise, the answer is negative.
So we reduce the investigation to an AGW graph and proceed with an arbitrary coloring of such a graph Γ with n
vertices and constant outdegree d. The considered d colors deﬁne d spanning subgraphs of the graph.
We keep the preimage (with respect to any transformation and homomorphism) of every vertex together with the vertex
and the color of the edge.
6.2. Auxiliary subroutines
Some subroutines need the inverse of the transition graph and use the procedure FindInverseGraph(graph A, array of
edges, list of beginnings). Two last arrays are the output. The incoming edges of every vertex form a segment in the array
of edges. The place of the ﬁrst edge of the segment is on the list of beginnings.
FindInverseGraph(digraph A, array of edges E , list of beginnings B)
The size of E is nd, the size of B and help arrays U , V is n
1 for every state p
2 for every letter α
3 V (pα) + + (In V [i] number of incoming edges of i)
4 B[1] = 1
5 for every state pi
6 B[i + 1] = B[i] + V [i] (beginnings of segment)
7 for every state p
8 for every letter α
9 B[V (pα)) + (U [i] + +) = p (edge from p added to segment)
If in Γ there exists a loop around a state r, then let us color the edges of a tree whose root is r with the same color as the
color of the loop. The other edges may be colored arbitrarily. The coloring is synchronizing [2]. The function FindLoopColor-
ing ﬁnds the coloring.
FindLoopColoring(graph A)
Assume that m = 0, B is an empty set
1 for every state p
2 do
3 for every letter α
4 do
5 if pα = p
6 m = 1
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8 if m = 1 break
9 if m = 1
10 ﬁnd FindInverseGraph
11 add p to T (tree T with root p of the color α)
12 for every state q ∈ T
13 for every ancestor r of q
14 if r /∈ T ,
15 add r to T , give the color α to the edge r→ q
16 give remaining colors to other edges
17 return True
18 return False
In the case of two incoming bunches of some vertex, the origins of these bunches form a stable pair with respect to any
coloring (Lemma 3). We merge both vertices in the homomorphic image of the graph (Theorem 1) and, according to the
theorem, obtain a new AGW graph of size |Γ | − 1. The following pseudocode of the corresponding procedure returns two
such origins of bunches (a stable pair).
FindTwoIncomingBunches(automaton A, stable pair)
Assume that B is an empty set, B[i] = −1, ﬁx a letter β , S = 0
1 for every state pi
2 do
3 p j = piβ for the letter β and some j
4 S = 0
5 for every letter α
6 do
7 if p j = piα
8 S = −1 and break
9 if S = 0 (if bunch)
10 if B[ j] = −1
11 B[ j] = i (keep the ancestor i of the bunch j)
12 else
13 pi and p j is a stable pair
14 return (p1,p j) (a stable pair)
15 return False
The linear search of two incoming bunches and of the loop can be made at any stage of the algorithm.
The function HomomorphicImage reduces the size of the considered automaton and its transition graph. The congruence
classes of the homomorphism are deﬁned by a stable pair (Theorem 1). A new AGW graph of smaller size will be the output.
HomomorphicImage(automaton A, stable pair q,p, I = image of A)
Assume: B is an empty set of pairs of states, ∼ is a binary transitive relation
1 q∼ p
2 (q,p) ∈ B , non-studied pair
3 while (number of non-studied pairs in B > 0)
4 for every non-studied pair (r, t) ∈ B
5 do
6 for every letter β
7 do
8 if (rβ, tβ) /∈ B
9 add (rβ, tβ) to B
10 rβ ∼ tβ
11 exclude (r, t) from B
12 for every congruence class of the relation ∼
13 do
14 congruence class → state of I
15 form set of edges of I
16 keep origins of new states and edges from I
17 return automaton I
If the size of the independent pairs in B is k then |A| − |I| is not less than k.
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tree deﬁned by a letter α. The stable pair consists of two beginnings of incoming edges of the root of the unique maximal
tree (Lemma 9).
MaximalTreeToStablePair(spanning subgraph of letter α, stable pair)
1 the root r of maximal tree
2 for every vertex p
3 do
4 if pα = r
5 if level(p) = 0
6 s= p,
7 break
8 for vertex p of maximal level max
9 t = pαmax−1
13 return s, t (stable pair)
The main part of the algorithm needs the parameters of the spanning subgraph: levels of all vertices, the number of vertices
(edges) in cycles, trees, next and former vertices. We keep the tree and the cycle of any vertex, the root of the tree. We
form the set of vertices of maximal level and the set of maximal trees. The function FindParameters(spanning subgraph S ,
parameters) is linear and is used by any recoloring step.
6.3. A possibility to reduce the complexity
Our algorithm, as the algorithm of [6], is based on [29]. Only this section essentially differs in the two papers.
First, we ﬁnd two cycles with one common vertex (or isolated common subpath). We form a path P of edges of given
color until P reaches its own vertex r. The obtained loop is the ﬁrst cycle. Then let us ﬁnd all vertices reachable from r. If
some of these vertices belongs to P before r then the second cycle exists.
If there are two cycles with one common vertex (isolated path) then we use Lemma 10 and ﬁnd a spanning subgraph
with a single maximal tree. Then after coloring the edges of the spanning subgraph with a color α, we ﬁnd a stable pair
(beginnings of two incoming edges to the root of the tree).
The function TwoCyclesWithIntersection as a rule ﬁnds a pair of cycles with common vertex (isolated path). The vast
majority of digraphs contains such a pair of cycles. The goal of the function is to reduce the cubic complexity of the
algorithm. The search of a stable pair in this case is linear and thus the whole algorithm is quadratic. The function uses
subroutines of the search of a stable pair, of the homomorphic image and new parameters.
TwoCyclesWithIntersection (graph G , stable pair)
The arrays C , D for two cycles, P for path, stack, level, Former are used. Initial values of arrays −1, j = 1, maxim = 0
1 ﬁx the color β , arbitrary vertex r
2 level(r) = 1 and add r to P
3 while level(rβ) < 0
4 level(rβ) = level(r) + 1
5 r = rβ
6 add r to P
7 n1 = level(rβ)
8 n2 = level(r) − n1+ 1 (length of ﬁrst cycle)
9 for i = 0 until n2
10 C[i] = P [i + n1]
11 level(C[i]) = 0 (ﬁrst cycle)
12 while ends of all edges from r belong to C (if there exists an isolated path)
13 r = rβ (form isolated path)
14 r is the next on C
15 add r to stack (a root of second path)
16 for every vertex q from stack (to second path)
17 for every letter α
18 if level(t = qα) < 0
19 level(t) = level(q+ 1)
20 add t to stack
21 Former(t) = q
22 if level(s = t = qα) > 0 (second path exists)
23 while level(t) > 0
24 level(t) = 0
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26 t = Former(t)
27 while level(s> 0)
28 level(s) = 0
29 t = tβ (second cycle without ﬁrst edge found)
30 break
31 remove q from stack
32 if D[2] < 0 (second cycle not found)
33 return False
34 add to stack vertices with level 0, the level of remaining vertices −1
35 FindInverseGraph
36 for every vertex r from stack
37 for ancestor t of r
38 if level(t) < 0
39 add color β to edge t → r
40 level(t) = level(r) + 1
41 add t to stack
42 if level(t) >maxim
43 maxim = level(s = t)
44 remove r from stack
45 while sβ = r
46 s= sβ
47 if D[s] > 0 and r= sβ
48 change colors from r moving β to the second cycle
49 for every vertex q from both cycles
50 if r = qβ
51 break
52 return (q, s)
6.4. The recoloring of the edges
Repainting of the edges of the transition graph for obtaining a spanning subgraph with a unique maximal tree is the
most complicated part of the algorithm. Fix a spanning subgraph R of edges of a given color α. We consider the ﬂips from
Lemma 8 and the ﬂip from Lemma 7. The ﬂips change R . According to the lemmas, either the number of edges in the
cycles grows or there exists a single maximal tree (after at most 3d steps). If all edges belong to cycles, then the ﬂip from
Lemma 7 is used.
The subroutine uses linear subroutines FindParameters, MaximalTreeToStablePair and also has linear time complexity
O (nd).
We repeat the subroutine Flips for a new graph if after the ﬂips a single maximal tree is not found and only the number
of edges in cycles grows. Otherwise, a stable pair is the output. For a graph of given size, the complexity of this step is
quadratic.
The edges from the stable pair to the corresponding root must get the same color. So the edges of the generic graph are
divided into classes of the same color.
Flips(spanning subgraph R of color β , stable pair)
1 FindParameters(R)
2 if maximal level L = 0 (no trees)
3 for every vertex r
4 do
5 if for some color α rα = rβ
6 change these colors β of outgoing edges from r
7 return a stable pair r and ancestor of rβ in former cycle
8 if maximal tree T with root r on the cycle H is unique
9 return a stable pair of ancestors of the root r in T and H
10 for every vertex p of maximal level of maximal tree T
11 for every ancestor a of p
12 if a outside the cycle of T
13 change the color of the edge from a → p by β
14 return a stable pair of ancestors of the root r in T and H
15 elseif a ∈ H , a = r
16 change colors of edge a → p with color of edge from a in H
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18 if for the path p(a) from a to r holds |p(a)| >maximal level L
19 change colors of edge a → p with color of edge from a in H
20 MaximalTreeToStablePair(new R , stable pair)
21 return stable pair
22 elseif |p(a)| < L
23 change the color of the edge a → p by β (path in a new tree)
24 return (new R , “GROWS”)
25 if b = (b → bβ = r) and v = (b → bγ = r) (no bunch from b ∈ T )
26 if bγ ∈ T (v ends in T )
27 change the colors of v and b (obtain new cycle from edges of T )
28 return (new R , “GROWS”)
29 if level(bγ ∈ T ) > 0
30 change the colors of v and b
31 FindParameters(R = new R)
32 MaximalTreeToStablePair(R , stable pair)
33 return the stable pair
34 if level(bγ ∈ T ) = 0
35 if bγ /∈ H
36 change the colors of v and b and the color of a → p by β
37 FindParameters(R = new R)
38 MaximalTreeToStablePair(R , stable pair)
39 return the stable pair (still remains the case b in bunch)
40 (now bγ ∈ H) (so no another bunch to r, from c too)
41 if c = (c → cβ = r) and u = (c→ cα = r) for a letter α
42 change the colors of edges c ∈ H and u
43 if u ends in T with level> 0
44 return (R = new R , “GROWS”)
45 else
46 FindParameters(R = new R)
47 MaximalTreeToStablePair(R , stable pair)
48 return the stable pair
6.5. Main procedure and complexity
The Procedure Main uses all linear procedures mentioned above and returns a synchronizing coloring of the graph (if
exists).
Main()
1 arbitrary coloring of G
2 if False(CheckSinkSCC(graph G))
3 return False
4 if False(FindGCDofCycles(sink SCC A of G)
5 return False
6 while |A| > 1
7 if FindLoopColoring(A)
8 change the coloring of generic graph and return
9 FindParameters(spanning subgraph S of A on letter α)
10 while FindTwoIncomingBunches(A, stable pair)
11 HomomorphicImage(A = new A, stable pair)
12 FindParameters(spanning subgraph S of A on letter α)
13 break
14 if (S has one maximal tree)
15 while MaximalTreeToStablePair(S , stable pair)
16 HomomorphicImage(A = new A, stable pair)
17 FindParameters(S)
18 break
19 if TwoCyclesWithIntersection(A, stable pair)
20 HomomorphicImage(A = new A, stable pair)
21 FindParameters(S)
22 break
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24 do (for spanning subgraph S of color β)
25 while Flips(A = new A) = GROWS (more edges in cycles)
26 FindParameters(S)
27 MaximalTreeToStablePair(S , stable pair)
28 HomomorphicImage(A = new A, stable pair)
29 change the coloring of G on the base of the last homomorphic image
Some linear subroutines mentioned above are included in cycles on n and d, sometimes twice on n. So the upper bound
of the time complexity is O (n3d).
Nevertheless, the overall complexity of the algorithm in a majority of cases is O (n2d). The upper bound O (n3d) of the
time complexity is reached only if the number of edges in the cycles grows slowly, the size of the automaton also decreases
slowly, loops do not appear, and the case of two ingoing bunches occurs rarely (the worst case). The space complexity is
quadratic.
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